DISTRICT PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE

Minutes

Tuesday March 3, 2015

Senate Chambers 12:00-1:00pm

Attendees: Lenelle Arnold, Paul Bielen, Jorge DaCosta, Dianne Davis, Monte Freidig, Tony Ishan, Kate Jolley, Tara Johnson, Danielle King, Matt McCaffrey, Joshua Pinaula, Jerry Shorenstein.

Guest: Andy Martinez, Doug Roberts

I. Call to order at 12:05
II. Introduction of Members
III. Minutes from meeting on 02/3/14 were approved.
IV. Public Comment – None
V. Old Business
   1. Reconfiguration of Emeritus Lot – Matt McCaffrey
      There is nothing new to report on this. Down the road there will be construction from the Bond and there may be solar panels put up which will provide shade cover. But this is a few years off, so it was decided to take this off the agenda until such time as it warrants.
   2. ADA issues with Permit Machines – No answer yet from District Accessibility committee we hope to have an answer by the next meeting.
   3. Parking Cites Management – The group will be meeting this Thursday.
VI. New Business –
   1. Doug Roberts addressed the requests for a large lecture room for Academic Affairs and groups such as Mi. Casa, we will be putting in a large modular in the parking lot south of Burbank. Five parking spaces (C lot) and 2 disabled spaces will be lost. Because of the HSI grant this has to be in place by the fall semester. The Chief mentioned that there is an available disabled parking space in south end of Pedroncelli, which is never used which could be converted into 2 student spaces to help alleviate the loss. 1700/1710 that will eventually turn into parking for the Culinary Café but on days it is not used it will revert to student parking. The Neighborhood Association would like the College to keep the building but it is cost prohibitive. A farm stand will be put up there on a pad and hopefully in the long range a permanent building will house the farm stand.
   2. A question was asked about the necessity of the attendant at the B lot. Historically there is so much traffic from outside to Bailey Hall that is easier to screen from there and that person is available to direct and filter guests.
VII. Sub-Committee Reports
   a. Carpool – Tony Ichsan - There is an increased use of the carpool lot. Tony addressed getting the word out to new students in the summer. A conversation was held regarding signage and how that could be improved.
   b. New Machines – Matt McCaffrey – Continuing to collect data, Laura Rivera will be setting up a meeting with them. Most of the problems are software, also water getting into the machine.
   c. Identify, Process Information on Parking Transparency – Tara Johnson
      No change since last meeting. It is on hold while the new web page is being designed for Accounting.

VIII. Updates – Committee Members
   a. Road/Parking Improvements – Paul Bielen there is nothing additional from last month. The Chief suggested that the committee address how parking will be impacted when the Bond construction moves forward – he suggested it be put on the agenda for next month and that members start thinking of how it worked in the past – both the pluses and minuses. Members should be ready to bring ideas for this. A question was asked about using a projector for maps it is available for use in this room. Another question was asked about a car burglar that happened on campus. The Chief addressed the issue and went on to talk about the bicycle theft which is much more prevalent here on campus. Cadets put leaflets on bikes that have inadequate locks to educate cyclists on locks that are best for stopping thieves.

IX. Items for Next Agenda
   Impact on Parking during Bond construction and how to alleviate the impact.

X. Adjournment: 12:45pm